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BLECHUMFORM YOUR PARTNER FOR PANEL WORKS Welcome to Blechumform

GmbH in Felben-Wellhausen / Thurgau In one-of-a-kind or series, you can benefit

from over 30 years of know-how in sheet metal forming. Through our own tool

making, we can produce cost-effective mold devices. Container, filter, ventilation,

Chemineebau, housing, fire bowls, works of art, Garden design, furniture. Precise

and economical we produce your products. ProductsMetal stampingFeuerschalen 
Metal Sheet forming Metal processing - comprehensive services in a wide variety of

applications.   ContainerFilters and VentilationCheminee and furnace

constructionFlat bottoms Cover Konen Arched floorsCasing Inlet nozzlesSmoke

hatsPipe reductionsFeuerschalenCompensatorsLandscapingmechanical

engineeringCraftsTabletopsFire bowls hemispheresPeelMetalworkingElectrical,

measuring and control technologyResearch and Developmentmetal housingDecor

and design Feuerschale Blechumform - Fascinating fire magic A crackling log fire

has been a great fascination for us humans since time immemorial and arouses

positive feelings. Fire warms, brightens and spreads the scent of wood. Guests sit

around the campfire watching the flames and inspiring conversations. The stainless

steel fire bowl "Blechumform Deluxe" is made of three millimeters thick chrome

steel. This fire bowl comes from Swiss manufacture and is a constant value due to
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the design and the high quality. The fire bowl "Blechumform Basic" is formed from

four millimeter thick steel. This not only distinguishes you from other products with

its design, but also impresses with its longevity: 100 percent Swiss Made. Due to

the sophisticated design, the fire bowl offers good resistance to the wind and

ensures an excellent supply of combustion air.Fire bowls Fire bowl deluxe steel,

stand-alone  The Blechumform GmbH a young company in Felben-Wellhausen in the

field of sheet metal & metal pressing active. Blechumform stands as a competent

partner for precision, quality, flexibility and speed to its customers. Latest

technologyThe latest technology, performance, quality and know-how are the

wishes of our customers in the foreground. Metal SpinningMetal spinning is a

manufacturing technique for the deformation and shaping of various metals. The

starting material, usually a fixed sheet metal blank, is set in rotational motion. With

the help of a spinning roller and a corresponding spinning mold, the desired hollow

body parts are produced. With this method, the metal is solidified. There is an

enormous savings potential in terms of material and weight.  ServicesHigh accuracy

(object 1200 mm tolerance +/- 1 mm) Diameter up to 2000 mm Mold height up to

1500 mm Material thickness: chrome steel 5 mm / steel 8 mm High surface

quality High cutting accuracy Environmentally friendly treatment Stretching and

projecting (flowing pressure) Suitable for complex machining processes Metal

pressing / deep drawing Punching Shooting Cutting up to a diameter of 2000 mm.

Material thickness 6 mm.
  We value a high quality standard and punctual delivery. Your wishes come first.
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